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THOMAS REUTER 

PRECEDENCE IN SUMATRA; AN ANALYSIS OF 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF STATUS IN AFFINAL 
RELATIONS AND ORIGIN GROUPS 

SUMATRA RECONSIDERED 

The aim of this study is to identify the fundamental ordering constructs 
employed in Sumatran societies in order to assert, establish or challenge 
the identity and status of an individual or group. Comparative analysis of 
the extensive ethnographic data available to date indicates that, in spite 
of many idiosyncrasies, status and identity in Sumatran societies are 
founded upon a common ideology of 'precedence'. This fundamental 
similarity applies not only to different Sumatran societies, but also to 
different conceptual domains within these societies, namely to ideas about 
affinal, ancestral and territoria1 relations. 

This focus on precedence in Sumatra is inspired by the results of similar 
studies on Eastern Indonesia (cf. Fox 1980 and 1990a, Lewis 1988, 
McWilliam 1989, and others). A regional comparison of Sumatran socie- 
ties is therefore also a preliminary step towards their inclusion into a wider 
field of ethnographic enquiry, which has hitherto remained difficult (cf. 
Schefold 1986) or unattempted.' 

A reconstruction of the prevailing image of Sumatran societies becomes 
necessary in view of the shortcomings of more traditional approaches. One 
such shortcoming has been the application of a priori notions of 'descent' 
to the study of Austronesian-speaking societies. This procedure has been 
problematic for comparative studies due to the apparent variety of 'descent 
structures' in the region. Different Sumatran societies have been labelled 
'matrilineal', 'patrilineal', 'double unilineal', 'bilineal' and 'cognatic', or as 
fluctuating between 'patriliny' and 'matriliny'. Comparativists have been 

1 Sumatra has so far been largely ignored by comparisons of Austronesian-speaking socie- 
ties. On Errington's map of Southeast Asia (1987:404), for example, Sumatra is an 
unlabelled, blank spot which to mention is unnecessary for a comparative study of 
Indonesian cultures (see also Emngton 1988). 
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Research School of Pacific Studies, ANU, G.P.O. Box 4, Canberra, ACT 2601, Australia. 
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aware of an underlying unity within this apparent variety. Yet they have 
attempted to articulate this unity without abandoning their a priori and 
universalized concepts of 'kinship'. C.W. Watson, drawing on his study of 
Kerinci social structure, has recently argued that: 

'to label a society "unilineal" or "cognative" immediately sets in 
train the construction of patterns and arrangements to which our 
observations must conform ... As we slip between cognatic and 
matrilineal in attempting to pin down the society we find neither 
label is satisfactory ...' (Watson 199155.) 

However, he does not specify clearly the common features which link such 
divergently categorized societies. Watson merely calls for intellectual 
agility in slipping from one such perspective to another or applying a 
combination of predetermined labels. 

Apart from obscuring regional similarities, traditional approaches to the 
study of kinship have elevated the ideology of relatedness in a society to 
the status of an objective reality independent of people's ideas and prac- 
tices. 'Lineages' were regarded as things rather than as a way of construc- 
ting identity by focusing on ancestry. 

Researchers have als0 been inclined to ignore or de-emphasize social 
constructs other than those based on kinship ideology. It is misleading to 
label a society in which descent is undifferentiated, as in the Acehnese case, 
as 'quasi-matrilineal' because post-marital residence is matrilocal. This 
ignores the fact that the expressive medium is not genealogy but social 
space. While emphasis may be placed on ancestry in some Austronesian- 
speaking societies, others may focus not on names of ancestors (gen- 
ealogy) but on place names (topogeny). As Kuipers remarks on the 
Weyewa of west Sumba: 'I heard that certain individuals were experts in 
"remembering" the past, but when I contacted them, what I got were not 
genealogies, but long lists of place names' (Kuipers 1985: 1). An analytica1 
concept is required which can overcome these comparative problems, is 
derived from indigenous ordering strategies and metaphors, and refrains 
from essentializing such conceptual and communicative means. 

The application of conventional theories of alliance, which propose rigid 
forma1 models of affinal relations, has equally led to an impasse. A relevant 
example is the double unilineal model of asyrnmetric alliance constructed 
by F.A.E. van Wouden (1968) on the basis of data from Eastern Indonesia, 
and later applied by P.E. de Josselin de Jong (1952) to the Minangkabau. 
The model suggests a circular alliance system with a unidirectional ex- 
change of women between exogamous, ranked clans (A>B>C> ... >A). In 
Sumatra, however, such a system does not Bccur. Even among the Batak, 
who are often seen as an exemplary case, there is neither systematic 
alliance between entire clans nor a prescriptive ideology of cross-cousin 
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mamage. Instead, we find relationships whicb are constructed by empha- 
sizing historical sequences of affinal ties, conceptualized as a 'flow of life' 
(cf. Fox 1980: 12- 13) and embodied in a chain of women. With a theory 
of 'precedence' these ordering constructs, and the status ranking associ- 
ated with them, are better explained than they have been by forma1 
structural models. Recognizing the inherent historica1 focus of these con- 
structs eliminates the need for shame-faced attempts to explain away 
deviations from a rigid model as evidence of the collapse of a former 
'order'. 

Introduction to a theory of precedence 
'To precede' commonly means 'to go or be before (someone or something) 
in time, place, rank, etc.' (Hanks 1986:1206). Two events are thus concep- 
tualized as temporally ordered (A,B). 'Precedence' also irnplies an asym- 
metrical relationship between the two units so that greater value is attached 
to one than to the other (A>B or B>A). The direction of this asymmetry 
may be referred to as the valency of the relationship between the units. That 
serial ordering can thus serve the purpose of ranking, is reflected in the 
status connotations of the term 'precedence' in common usage. 

Many basic social events are not perceived to occur singly or in singular 
pairs. They are recursive events and are thus placed into genera1 categories 
such as 'birth' or 'marriage'. The birth or marriage of a person is a recursive 
event in that it already presupposes the births and marriages of others. 

An image emerges of a temporal, infinite sequence of events in which 
each particular occurrence follows an earlier and precedes a later one 
(A,B,C, ...; where A is not a 'first causk' but the earliest event in the 
sequence that is remernbered or emphasized). For such a chain of events 
to become an 'order of precedence' the relationship within each pair of 
events must again be asymmetrical (A>B,B>C ...). The relative position 
of events within such a sequence, together with the valency of the relation- 
ship between them, will then specify the status information it carries. The 
sequence must not only be recursive but als0 to some extent transitive, so 
that if A>B and B>C, then A>C (see als0 Fox 1989). A 'social order of 
precedence' thus prevails in a society in which the relative status of indivi- 
duals or groups is determined by their identijcation with and positioning 
within a chain-like sequence of historica1 events, a sequence maintained by 
the recursive, asymmetnc and transitive linkages between these events. 

As this definition implies, persons or groups become part of an order of 
precedence only if their social identity is established by reference to the 
events which form such a chain. For example, a person will only consider 
his or her position in the chain of events that result from procreation 
(births), if the particular society values this kind of information for the 
purpose of defining the social identity and status of its members. 

As the birth or marriage of an individual presupposes the prior birth and 
marriage of his or her parents, the sequence can easily be constructed as 
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a 'great chain of being'. It is thus a common notion in the Austronesian- 
speaking world that to be closer to the source or origin of such quasi- 
natural, recursive chains is to have superior ontological and social status 
to others who are more peripheral and derivative. The sacred value of 
'origin' in these societies is the asymmetrical element which validates the 
status distinctions in their orders of precedence. The latter may thus be 
described as 'origin structures' (cf. Fox 1988: 14- 16). The historica1 infor- 
mation relevant to the tracing-back-to-origins is crucially important in 
such societies and is usually preserved in oral or written origin narratives. 

Status in an order of precedence is changeable in its very essence since 
it is founded on the idea of a dynamic historical process. Individuals or 
groups gradually approach the 'origin' or return to the 'source' from the 
perspective of their contemporanes. For example, the youngest member 
of a lineage may become its most senior representative with the passage 
of time as his or her elders.pass away and descendants multiply. Further- 
more, there is often insufficient information about historical events to 
prohibit alternative interpretations and claims to superior status. 

Irreversibility in the valency of social relationships is guaranteed only 
in a chain with strictly recursive and asyrnmetric linkages, that is, where 
events are causally related and follow one another in a predictable fashion. 
This is not always the case, as when, for example, newcomers in a domain 
are not integrated into the existing order of precedence (whereby founders 
are superior) but usurp the position of the original settlers. Such an unan- 
ticipated historical event can force a realignment of cultural values in order 
to justify the status of the now dominant group. An order of precedence 
thus cannot be derived simply from formal, cultural values which define 
apriori the ontological relationship between events. However, the random 
elements of history and individual choice may be integrated into an order 
of precedence by a simple valency reversal which does not contradict 
fundamental ideological principles. 

At the Same time, such chains of social events are the sediment of 
intentionality and it would be incorrect to assume that orders of pre- 
cedence evolve by the mere passage of time or post hoc justification of 
history. This is clearly reflected in the prevalence of the use of the botanic 
idiom in the Austronesian world as a metaphor for active growth and 
differentiation. An ideology of precedence not only serves to interpret but 
als0 to produce events. Individuals or groups wil1 behave in such a way 
as to maximize their status. For that reason, social history is not alone a 
matter of chance 'events' but of intention and action. 

Furthermore, 'events' and the ideas of persons or social spaces they 
inform are problematic in that they are elements not of unmediated but 
of socially constructed realities. As a consequence there can be contesta- 
tion of a claim on two levels. Firstly, as to whether a definable event has 
occurred and, secondly, as to how events are to be defined and evaluated 
in the first place. However, it would be incorrect to conclude that events 
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as such have no 'reality'. In order to communicate status claims at all, a 
common set.of concepts, values and expressions must be evoked which 
provides at least partially standardized criteria for defining and interpret- 
ing events. Such standards may be manipulated or reflexively questioned, 
but they cannot be ignored in relating to other members of one's society. 

Some possible objections to this theory need to be addressed. From a 
traditional anthropological perspective, it may be argued that the concept 
of precedencefails to distinguish between the levels of 'ideological prin- 
ciple~' and 'social structures'. A necessary distinction is one between a 
'principle of precedence' and an 'order of precedence'. While there is a set 
of logical principles (asymmetry, recursiveness, transitivity) which is sum- 
manzed by the term 'precedence', there are several categories of socially 
defined events to which it can be related in order to construct different 
'orders of precedence'. However, the latter are not things but processes. 
There is a danger of essentializing notions such as 'social structure', 
'kinship' or 'territory', of confusing what people do with what they are. As 
Mark Hobart recently pointed out, 'the kinds of schemes [traditionally] 
used to classify kin relations rely on Aristotelian metaphysical assump- 
tions of particular things or people having essential properties, by virtue 
of which they may be definitively classified' (Hobart 199 1:35). A simple 
replacement.of one such scheme by another can be avoided by a process- 
oriented theory. Such a theory can only aim to be a valid account of the 
conceptual and practica] strategies used in the particular society that is 
under investigation and only insofar as people think and act in similar ways 
in that society or culture area. 

Secondly, one could argue that the notion of 'precedence' is merely 
another word.for status. This is incorrect since there is certainly more than 
one way in which status differences can be constructed. In this context the 
difference between the precedence ideology of many Indonesian societies 
and the caste ideology in India may be mentioned. In the former, status 
is based on one's relation to a historical, ongoing sequence of events and 
is thus necessarily changeable. In the latter, status differences appear to be 
more rigid and involve large social strata rather than smal1 groups or 
individuals. Kshatriyas cannot easily become Brahmans since they are not 
positioned within an ongoing sequence of socially definitive events. In fact, 
temporality is discounted ideologically as much as possible.2 

2 Refer to Fox (1990~)  for a comparison of the theories of precedence as used above and 
'hierarchy' as used by Dumont (1980:66). The logical differences between the two theories 
are somewhat difficult to specify, as much depends on their definition (cf. Platenkamp 
1990). However, that there are differences between the Brahmanical caste ideology of 
Dumont's India and status ideologies in the Austronesian-speaking world seems unde- 
niable. This suggests that Dumont's theory cannot be applied to the latter even as an 
analytica1 tool without questioning to what extent this may obscure indigenous theories 
of social status. There is also growing evidence suggesting that Dumont's portrayal of 
Indian society presents and essentializes a 'caste system' which had been constructed in 
interaction between colonialism and Brahmanic ideology (cf. Dirks 1987). 
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In Sumatra the principle of precedence manifests itself in relation to those 
sequences of events that are of centra1 concern to its people. This study 
focuses on precedence in three conceptual orders. Firstly, affines construct 
their relatedness in terms of a chain of women who are the source of life 
and prospenty. Secondly, chains of ancestry are traced back to an original 
ancestor, leading to the construction of groups with a shared origin. And, 
finally, mytho-historica1 pathways of migration are traced to create a 
ranked series of settlements or 'places', starting from a topological point 
of origin. Groups which conceptualize their unity in terms of common 
ancestry will be referred to as genealogical origin groups. The connections 
to an ancestor may be predominantly traced through male or female links 
(cf. Fox's distinction between genitor and genetrix lines of derivation, Fox 
1990a:4) - variants here referred to as matri- and patrifocal. The choice 
of the suffix 'focal' rather than 'lineal' is a reminder of the fact that the two 
terms refer to different emphases rather than to different realities. Both of 
these origin groups are based on emphasizing precedence by 'name'. To 
indicate groups who trace their ongin to a place rather than to the name 
of an ancestor, the terms 'topogenical' origin group or precedence order 
of 'place' will be applied. These distinctions are analytica1 and do not 
represent mutually exclusive categories in practice. 

The present study is limited to some of the Sumatran societies on which 
adequate ethnographic data are available in order to meet the aims of this 
project, namely the Batak, Gayo, Alas, Niasans, Minangkabau, Besemah 
and Redjang. 

STATUS IN AFFINAL RELATIONS: PRECEDENCE EXPRESSED AS A 'FLOW OF LIFE' 

In the context of marriage, precedence ranking in Sumatra takes its 
departure from an ascribed asymmetry in the social status of affines, in that 
a group is generally considered superior to their wife-takers (WT) but 
inferior to their wife-giving groups (WG). Since each individual group 
fulfils the role of both givers and receivers, a network of chain-like 
relations emerges, composed of a number of known linkages. Relative 
superiority is associated with that group which is closer to the 'source of 
life', that is, to the first remembered wife-giving group in such a sequence. 

Batak 
The Karo Batak divide their affines into two categories, anak beru (WT) 
and kalimbubu (WG), and contrast them with agnates (senina). The anak 
beru are of inferior status to their kalimbubu. They must serve them during 
feasts, help them intourts, pay their debts if necessary and mediate on their 
behalf in disputes. They are als0 expected to demonstrate utter respect for 
kalimbubu, and the groom in particular must avoid casual contact with his 
parents-in-law (~ingarimbun 1975). 
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On a supernatural level, the life force (tondi) of a person is particularly 
vulnerable and dependent on the spirits of wife-givers: 'Particularly 
dangerous are the tondi of relatives on the mother's side ... which demand 

J- politeness. It is the souls of the mother's relatives who create and send 
down to earth a person's soul' (Warneck 1909: 1 1 and 34, my translation). 
Karo concepts of personhood thus place a high value on women as the 
source of sacred life force. As Singarimbun puts it, the wife-givers are a 
'visible god' (Singarimbun 1975: 137). 

The units between which marriages are contracted are lineage segments 
rather than entire exogamous marga ('clans'). Singarimbun found affinal 
obligations to be extended along agnatic lines to a minimum of a sada nini 
('one grandfather'), which is the largest land-owning, corporate unit. Be- 
tween sada nini, the order of precedence must not be reversed, since the 
same group cannot be one's kalimbubu and anak beru at the same time. 
However, since the relationship does not extend beyond this unit, the 
direction of exchange between marga may be reversed. Groups contrac- 
ting a new marriage can be distantly related to other groups of the same 
clans who have exchanged women in the opposite direction. Such reversals 
contradict models which suggest unidirectional alliance between exoga- 
mous clans. 

To satisfy the requirements of an 'asymmetric alliance' model, a society 
must display at least an ideological preference for matrilateral cross- 
cousin marriage (m.c.c.m.). This kind of marriage renews an existing 
affinal tie no matter whether the origin groups involved are based on a 
genetrix or genitor line of affiliation. In Karo kinship terminology, one's 
kalimbubu by birth (MB, FMB, ...) are identical to one's kalimbubu by 
marriage (WF, WFF, ...), which could be interpreted in terms of m.c.c. 
marriage. However, it is imperative to recognize in this context that the 
relationship to kalimbubu by birth is in essence transient and wil1 fade away 
after a few generations unless it is recreated by a further (MBD) marriage. 
Singarimbun leaves no doubt concerning this matter when he remarks that, 
'strictly speaking this does not amount to perpetuation, maintenance or 
even reinforcement of an inter-familial alliance for the allied groups are 
merely [individual] domestic families, that do not endure from generation 
to generation; there can be no trans-generational perpetuation between 
them' (Singarimbun 1975: 194). 

Whenever m.c.c. marriages are contracted, the main motif is to continue 
an affinal relationship that is perceived as advantageous. This depends on 
whether the kalimbubu are blessed with sahala (spiritual power, prosperity, 
fertility; cf. Lando and Thomas 198359). The crucial emphasis is never- 
theless placed on immediate and personal mamage links rather than on 
links through other agnates. 

This emphasis is further highlighted by the fact that, as Singarimbun's 
statistics indicate, 'the Karo do not "prescribe" MBD or classificatory 

I 
impal [MBD] marriage, neither do they prefer these forms of marriage, if 
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by "prefer" we mean that they value and encourage these forms of mar- 
riage above al1 others' (Singarimbun 1975:193). This evidence presents a 
serious challenge to models of 'asymmetric prescriptive alliance' (cf. 
Needham 1966: 1266), which have, as Singarimbun concludes, 'no 
counterpart in ethnographic fact, at least among the Batak' (Singarimbun 
1975:195). One may add that it is the Batak who are often referred to as 
the most unequivocal example of a formerly widespread system of 'al- 
liance', traces of which are supposedly found elsewhere in Sumatra. 

Singarimbun does not proceed to reinterpret his data to replace conven- 
tional alliance theory with a new theoretica1 framework. However, they 
are sufficiently detailed to allow an extension of his argument. 

The crucial axis of Karo affinal relations is not agnatic (kalimbubu by 
birth) but is based on a precedence chain of women. This claim can be most 
clearly substantiated by examining the flow of bridewealth payments, 
which constitutes a reciprocation and inversion of the flow of life. 

The recipients of the main part or 'trunk' (tukur) of the bridewealth are 
the bride's agnatic kin group and, by the rule of transitivity, their kalimbubu 
and wife-givers further along a chain of maternal affiliation (si mecur 
portion). The amount allocated to the bride's MB and his agnates is called 
beréberé ('better', cf. Warneck 1977:33). Theperkempun is received by the 
bride's MMB and his agnatic kin. This latter group is referred to as the 
source, or puang kalimbubu. The groom himself receives a share out of a 
further portion, the perkembaren, as a recognition of his new status. The 
bride's wife-takers one generation back receive the anak beru baka, those 
two generations removed the anak beru menten (also the terms of reference 
for these groups). This information is summarized in Figure 1. 

Bridewealth Portion 
(Wife-Takers) 

Bridewealth Portion 
(Wife-Givers) 

anak beru rnenteri 
= m perbmpun 

snak beru baka q=aalle 
anak beru A = 6 b,br 

groom bride 

(matemal line of affiliation shaded) 

Figure I :  Karo Batak Bridauealth Distribution 
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Figure 1 clearly illustrates that while the groom's source of life, that is, 
his kalimbubu by birth, are recognized marginally, the main axis consists 
of a chain of women (W, WM, WMM, ...) and their immediate agnates. It 

J is they who receive the bulk of the bridewealth as a reciprocation for the 
gift of life. 

The diagram also shows that, unlike in 'asymmetnc alliance systems7, 
ego's second-order wife-giver (WG of WG) is his WMB, but not necess- 
anly his WBWB. With m.c.c. mamage the exception rather than the rule, 
this diagram must not be seen as a structural model. What is depicted are 
mother-daughter links traced through a historica1 rather than a prescribed 
and predictable sequence of marriages. 

It may seem contradictory at first that the anak beru baka and menteri 
of the bride's group are also recognized in this scheme as being entitled 
to a portion of the bridewealth. However, from the perspective of the line 
of maternal affiliation each generation witnesses a 'branching off from the 
flow of life. The husband's out-marrying sisters create a new set of anak 
beru. The anak beru menteri, who branch off at a 'higher' genealogical level 
(the group of ego's WMFZH), share the same kind of affinal tie to this flow 
of life as the group of ego's ZH. They enjoy superior status in this context, 
since they branched off closer to the source (compare Fox's concept of 
'apical demotion' in origin groups, Fox 1990b). The token gift to the 
groom marks a further branching off in the flow of life through his sisters, 
while his daughters wil1 continue what is regarded as the core line. The 
men's sisters are, of course, part of similar core lines, so that the men come 
to be regarded as mediators between lines of maternal affiliation. 

direction of exchange 
4 

=d 
- - 

A = 

d 
boru of boru boru dongan hula hula hula hula 

sabutuha of 
huia huia 

(matemal line of affiliation shaded) 

Figure 2: Niessen's (1 98587) model of a Toba Batak 'minimal aflìnul chain' 
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The neighbouring Toba Batak recognize similarly a flow of life punctuated 
by a chain of marriages (Niessen 1985:85-89). Figure 2 illustrates how the 
Toba trace this flow of life through a minimum of five generations back 
to the original wife-giving group, bona ni ari ('the beginning of days'). . 
Niessen implies that this ordering is also a ranking, since 'the further back 
the huiahuia, the more revered it is' (Niessen 1985:87).3 

Niasans 
The above pattern can also be traced in the island of Nias, off the western 
coast (cf. Beatty 1990). The people of Nias refer to the flow of life as nga 
öt6 ndra alave ('a line of women'). The resulting order of precedence is 
again acknowledged by the distribution of bridewealth as shown in Figure 
3. This line of women should not, however, be misinterpreted as indicative 
of dual descent, since these women do not form a cohesive group or share 
a common identity except from the point of view of an individual Ego. 

In accordance with the rule of transitivity, the wife-givers are ranked in 
terms of 'closeness to origins'. Only after five generations may the direc- 
tion of exchange be reversed, since affines beyond this range can, but need 
not, be recognized. This option is a logica1 consequence of the fact that 
a group no longer receives a share of the bridewealth for a woman 
belonging to wife-takers five generations removed and can therefore 
become a giver of bridewealth. Though no forma1 prohibition against 
manying the daughters of wife-taker's wife-takers is mentioned by Sing- 
anmbun (1975), the same logic would apply in the Karo Batak system, 
since there would be at least a financial disincentive to contracting a 
maniage with a woman part of whose bridewealth one is entitled to. 

Agnates in Nias are collectively superior to the same set of wife-taking 
groups, while each individual has obligations to his own wife-givers only. 
This prevents the formation of rigid status hierarchies, although a group 
may maximize their local status by refusing to accept a bride from their 
wife-takers in the village. 

Before contracting a marriage, wife-takers investigate whether the 
bride's line is prosperous and fertile. They refer to this as exploring the tanö 
tanö ('ground, earth, origin') from which ananöma ('a plant') grows 
(compare Fox 197 1). Wife-givers are again vested with supernatural 
powers either to ensure fertility and good fortune or to curse and withdraw 
life and fecundity. 

3 In a later work, Niessen explicitly relates her obse~ations to the 'flow of life' concept and 
admits that 'Singarimbun's major arguments could have been based on Toba data' (Niessen 
1987:285). However, she defends Van Wouden's model of asymrnetric alliance as a kind 
of heuristic or ideal type, discounting divergent indigenous concepts and practices as 
simple 'vanations'. She fails to appreciate the historica1 dimension of the indigenous 'flow 
of life' concept by interpreting into it yet another, though perhaps more flexible, structural 
model of society. 
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direction of exchange ( 9 ) 

Bridewealth Portions 

u = A-4 
I 

hië dödö I 

reversal possible 
(maternal line of affiliation shaded) after five generations 

Figure 3: Beatty's (1990:456) model of bridewealth disnibution in Nias 

Alas, Gayo and Redjang 
On the Alas and Gayo of Northern Sumatra and the Redjang of South 
Sumatra relevant information is scarce, but the basic pattern appears to 
be similar (cf. Iwabuchi 1990, Bowen 1984, and Jaspan 1964). Again, 
wife-givers are regarded as superior (Iwabuchi 1990:153, Bowen 
1984:206, Jaspan 1964:145,189) on account of being the source of life 
(Bowen 1984:468, Jaspan 1964:147), and a maternal line of affiliation is 
recognized to varying degrees. The cases are too complex to be discussed 
here in detail. This is particularly.true of the Redjang and Gayo, among 
whom a shift in kinship ideology has been obsemed. The conceptualization 
of genealogical origin in these two societies has become increasingly 
matrifocal in recent times. Women can thus no longer be regarded as a gift 
of life received from one's wife-givers, since marriage now entails no 
physical movement of women between patrifocal origin groups but one of 
men between groups of women. The flow of life thus becomes reconcep- 
tualized as a form of ancestral relatedness. The obvious test case for such 
a generalization are the Minangkabau, who are traditionally matnfocal in 
the way they determine membership within an origin group. A set of 
related questions arises. For instance, are women in such societies still 
associated with a 'flow of life', or are they replaced by men as the recog- 
nized carriers of life? Also, is the direction of asymmetry in affinal relations 
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maintained between husband-giving and husband-taking groups, with the 
latter being inferior? 

Minangkabau 
The literature on the nature of affinal relations among the Minangkabau 
is full of contradictory interpretations of the ethnographic data. Most 
scholars agree that mamage in this society leads to an asymmetrical 
relationship between the bak0 CWT') and the sumandan (or anakpisang, 
'WG'). The Minangkabau prohibit 'sister exchange', indicating that this 
asymmetry does not permit a reversal of roles: husband-givers cannot be 
husband-takers in the same generation. Mamage to a patrilateral cross- 
cousin is also avoided, since it creates a reversal of the direction of 
exchange after one generation. However, there is no indication of any 
transitivity in affinal relations, which would create an order of affinal 
precedence. 

The bride's group cannot be regarded as providing a 'gift of life' to 
another group, since the offspring of a marriage (anak pisang) belong to 
the bride's own origin group. The terms 'wife-giver' and 'wife-taker' cease 
to apply, and it is more appropriate to speak of an exchange of men 
between matrifocal origin groups in which the husbands are the 'gifts of 
life'. Even though men do not bear children, they are necessary to a 
matrifocal origin group for reproducing itself. From this point of view the 
husband-giving group ('WT') would most likely be superior to the spouse- 
receiving group ('WG'). Such a categorical reversal from a female to a 
male order of affinal precedence would be possible within the genera1 
ideological framework of precedence. Superiority is associated more gen- 
erally with that group which provides a spouse, male or female, for another 
group. 

Turning to the accounts of different researchers, we find that the valency 
in the relationship between affines among the Minangkabau is very much 
a matter of debate. Cecilia Ng (1987) argues that Minangkabau affinal 
relations should be regarded as a system of 'husband exchange' wherein 
the husband-givers are superior. There are a number of ethnographic facts 
which strongly endorse this claim (Ng 1987:52). First, among the Minang- 
kabau it is the bride's lineage which initiates marriage negotiations - an 
endeavour which they describe as 'renting' or 'buying' a husband for the 
bride (Loeb 1974:46, Thomas 1977: 146). Second, a groom-price was and 
sometimes still is paid by the bride's group (Loeb 1974:46, Ng 1987:52). 
Third, the wedding ceremony involves a mock bridegroom-capture and an 
escorting of the groom and his belongings from his house of origin to the 
bride's house. Finally, there is one right, not mentioned by Ng, which 
clearly spells out the jura1 superiority of the husband-giving group: the 
bak0 have the power to give land or grant usufruct rights to their anak 
pisang. The land usually reverts to the bako, particularly if the brother's 
child's lineage dies out. 
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This interpretation, however, directly contradicts an earlier reading of 
the data by P.E. de Josselin de Jong (1952:64), who claimed that 'in 
Minangkabau the bako-group are obviously subservient to the ana'pi- 
sang'. His assertion rests mainly on evidence collected by Korn (1 94 1 :3 1 1 - 
12, 334), who writes: 

'We are told that during the wedding period the husband's relatives 
show marked benevolence towards the wife's; it is said to be the duty 
of the orang bak0 "always to aid the family of their daughter-in- 
law"; they always grant the seat of honour in their own communal 
dwelling to members of their pasumandan-group. They are always 
very respectful towards the ana'pisang, and at various ceremonies 
they are supposed to give presents to them, among others at the 
ceremony of the first cutting of the child's hair. Conversely, the ana' 
pisang may make rude or sarcastic remarks to his or her urang bako, 
who are supposed to take them in good part' (De Josselin de Jong 
1952:64, footnote references to Korn 194 1 omitted). 

This evidence does not invalidate the above counter-arguments, although 
it creates an overall impression of ambiguity concerning the valency of 
Minangkabau affinal relations. A closer examination of Korn's findings 
may clarify the matter (cf. Lando and Thomas 1983:65). Instead of the 
bak0 being 'subservient' to their anak pisang, they can be regarded as 
acting in a spirit of nurturance, tolerance and support, while the anak 
pisang are indulgent and dependent rather than ritually superior. As Korn 
remarks, 'induek bak0 (bako for short) very much spoil the anak pisang' 
(Korn 194 1:3 12). Since the out-marrying brothers also maintain a position 
of jura1 authority in their natal house, their children would be respected 
in any case. In Sumatra, out-marrying women do not retain such important 
rights in their group of origin, so that wife-takers have no residual flair of 
authority by virtue of being 'sisters' children'. 

It may be concluded that among Minangkabau the husband-giving 
group are superior to their counterparts. The social perception of the 'flow 
of life' is clearly enacted through the ritual of groom-escorting, which 
symbolizes both a spatial movement and a social exchange in which the 
'givers' are superior to the receiving group. It is important to note that 
husband-givers are also in a position of precedence by place, since 'a 
woman may not marry a man of lower status [where the groom's "status" 
is] defined ... by whether his lineage was the descendants of the original 
settlers (orang asaZ) or of the new arrivals (orang datang)' (Ng 1987:65). 
This parallel between topological and affinal precedence also explains the 
practice of anuk pisang receiving usufmct rights to land from their bak0 
(see above). In effect, this constitutes a further example of an 'indwelling 
spouse-taker' arrangement which also occurs among the Batak and 
Redjang. 
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The reversal of markedness in malelfemale categories among the Mi- 
nangkabau does not present us with a .precise mirror image of affinal 
relations in Sumatran societies with patrifocal origin groups. In a context 
of village endogamy, men remain an integral part of their natal origin 
groups with considerable authority. Although they are perceived as a gift 
of life by their wives' groups, it would be incorrect to cal1 this a 'flow of 
life' beyond the context of individual affinal links. While there is asym- 
metry, transitivity is lacking in the relationship ideology. The momentary 
gift of life becomes incorporated int0 the wife's origin group rather than 
being passed on in an affinal chain of father-son links as a separate axis 
of social relatedness. The Same is true for the labour provided by the men. 
While a man may pass on his self-acquired property (pantjarian) to his sons 
in the form of a gift (hibah), it is impossible-for his sons to pass this property 
on to their sons in a chain-like pattern. When the sons leave their origin 
group in marriage, al1 their property is classified as hartopamboan ('goods 
brought') and must be returned upon their death to their origin group to 
become part of the communal property (harto pusako) of this house 
(rumah) (De Josselin de Jong 1952:55-57). The father's gifts to his sons 
thus ultimately remain with his wife's origin group. 

This situation is reflected in the botanic idioms.used by the Minangka- 
bau to express the lack of transitivity in the relations between men. The 
son-in-law is likened to 'paddy seed' (Ng 1987:65) rather than to a 
perennial tree such as the sugar palm, which is a common metaphor used 
to describe a flow of life along a line of women in other Sumatran societies. 
Paddy seeds must be planted anew in each season and therefore provide 
an image of discontinuity. A different kind of continuity can be achieved 
by obtaining 'paddy seed' (husbands) from the Same source as in the 
preceding generation by means of matrilateral cross-cousin maniage. 
Although such marriages are valued by the Minangkabau, they are neither 
prescribed nor frequent enough to create a unidirectional alliance system 
between 'clans' as suggested by P.E. de Josselin de Jong (1952:38, diagram 
mm. 

The foregoing comparison of different Sumatran status ideologies in the 
domain of affinal relations has illustrated the importance of ideas of 
precedence within a perceived flow of life through a chain of women. 
Men's contribution to the creation of life is given only secondary import- 
ante in concepts of personhood. There is consequently no 'paternal line 
of affiliation', for example, among the Minangkaba~.~  Status differences 
in some Sumatran societies are not, and cannot be, expressed through 
affinal precedence. Instead, status assertions are formulated in an idiom 

The implication is that in Sumatra it is possible but not necessary to construct social status 
through emphasizing precedence in affinal relations. The realization of such a possibility 
is subject to constraints. In this case one constraint is located in Minangkabau concepts 
of personhood. 
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of ancestry and topogeny that nevertheless adheres to the genera1 logic of 
precedence (see below). Al1 of these idioms of status are but alternative 
expressions of a single underlying ideology. 

STATUS CONSTRUCTED AS PRECEDENCE IN TERMS OF ANCESTRY AND 

TOPOGENY 

The analysis will now turn to the construction of origin groups in Sumatra. 
The hypothesis is that the individual members, houses or branches of an 
origin group are ranked according to the principle of precedence. Such 
groups derive their unity from the belief in a shared origin, an ancestor or 
place, to which a historical sequence of links is traced along a 'pathway' 
through genealogical or topological space or both. The asymmetrical 
element in such orders of precedence derives mainly, but not always, from 
the value attached to origins in Sumatra. 

Batak 
Vergouwen's (1964) account of the social organization of the Toba Batak 
presents US with a society in which the concern with origin is the most 
definitive feature: 'the ordinary Batak has a marked partiality to martutur- 
tutur' ('tracing back to origins', Vergouwen 1964:20) and 'can enumerate 
without fault six, eight or even ten or more generations of the ascending 
line of his agnates' (Vergouwen 1964: 17). Further knowledge concerning 
the origins of different groups is encoded in historical narratives, which are 
often preserved by a ritual specialist (datu). The datu is traditionally the 
representative of the oldest branch of the oldest indwelling marga (local- 
ized origin group of varying size and genealogical depth; the term itself 
may derive from Sanskrit 'mrga' meaning 'track', 'path' or 'custom'). As 
will later become evident, it is this group which also has the greatest vested 
interests in the preservation of such knowledge. 

The origin narratives of the Batak trace the origin of a group back to 
a single, exclusive source. This source is conceptualized both genealogic- 
ally and topologically: 'The whole of the Batak people derive their origin 
from Si Radja Batak [but, equally,] the Toba Batak regard [the village of 
Siandjurmulamula on Mt. Pusuk Buhit, founded by Si Radja Batak] as the 
place of origin of the whole of the Batak people' (Vergouwen 196421). 
Vergouwen als0 mentions that in 'genealogical' lists, the regions to which 
the descendants of the ancestors mentioned went are always enumerated. 
We thus find in Batak narratives both a genealogy and a topogeny, a 
constant link between the group and its territory. Each marga has not only 

l a common ancestor but also a place of origin, and frequently the territory 
and the marga itself bear the Same name. 

In the case of marga that are scattered over several fairly isolated 
principal territories, the memory of the precise genealogical ties to those 
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who stayed behind in the temtory of origin gradually fades. In this event 
it is often the topological pathway which is remembered more clearly. 
Sometimes tokens of recognition given to the emigrants by their ancestors 
can clarify such a connection (Vergouwen 1964:18). However, where 
there is a lack of historica1 information, groups may attempt to manipulate 
history by creating a fictional link to a prestigious ancestor or marga. 

Such preoccupation with origins is comprehensible only in the context 
of the equally fundamental concern with status which permeates Batak 
society. This society is structured int0 an all-inclusive order of genealo- 
gical precedence. Although it is comparatively small groups that are the 
most cohesive, there are ceremonial occasions on which the members of 
an entire 'head' marga may congregate. The ritual focal point of these 
largest congregations is the raga-raga, 'a square rack ... that hangs in the 
ruma parsantian (House of the Tribal Group). The ancestral spirit was 
presumed to descend int0 it when he lowered himself amidst his descend- 
ants at the ceremonies arranged for his veneration' (Vergouwen 1964:36). 
Despite this spiritual unity, there are clear categorical distinctions within 
Batak society. First, they distinguish genealogical layers or generations 
(sundut), and second, within a sibling set there is a strong emphasis on the 
birth order of brothers (partording ni partubu). The distinction between 
elder and younger brother (sihahaan, siumputan) applies equally to the 
older and younger marga branches of which they eventually become the 
apical ancestors (haha ni partubu, anggi ni partubu). 

The criterion for establishing a rank order out of these categories is 
closeness to origins. One's elder brother, an elder marga branch or the elder 
generation in genera1 is referred to as 'those who are above' relative to the 
source (ditoru ni tutur, Vergouwen 1964:40). The main privilege associ- 
ated with proximity to the source in this system is access to ancestral land. 
Consequently, 'quarrels that arose, usually about the rights to land, resulted 
from the difficulty of determining descent' (Vergouwen 1964:4 1). 

Vergouwen himself uses the word 'precedence' at least twice. Concern- 
ing the relations of individuals or small groups he observes that 'people wil1 
diverge ... in points of precedence on account of earlier birth' (Vergouwen 
1964: 1 8), and with regard to larger groups he adds that during ceremonial 
gathenngs 'a long-slumbering quarrel may break out suddenly between 
the groups participating as to which stems from an older group and 
therefore has precedence over the other' (Vergouwen 1964:42). In such 
disputes a knowledge of social history is a source of power, and it is not 
at al1 surprising that the specialist in these matters is the datu, a represen- 
tative of the most privileged branch of a marga (above). The system by 
which the founding marga maintains its exclusive status could be described 
as a mild form of 'apical demotion' (Fox 1990b:8), since among the Toba 
Batak there is indeed 'a single source of precedence with restricted modes 
of reckoning relationships to this source' (Fox 1990b:g). However, the 
status differences between core group and demoted groups are not very 
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great, neither are they between founders and in-dwellers or between older 
and younger branches of an origin group. 

Among the Toba the distinction between elder and younger brother not 
only is relevant to a genealogical order of precedence, but also marks a 
process of fission. In many cases such fission, or rather, 'branching' of an 
origin group is accompanied by lateral expansion through the migration 
of the 'younger' line to a new territory, in which they in turn establish 
themselves as founders of a new order of precedence. However, the link 
to the village of origin is retained, as is a degree of ritual inferiority relative 
to the people of the original village. 

One could argue that in this case, precedence of name and place are 
inseparable. However, not al1 residents of a territory belong to the founding 
marga. It is customary for the founders to secure the support of their wife- 
takers (boru) in a settlement project or else to acquire a marga boru after 
the event (compare with McWilliam 1989:217-22). The relationship be- 
tween affines is marked by the superiority of wife-givers (hula-hula). 
However, this affinal order of precedence in the flow of life is insufficient 
to explain the relations between the marga raja (rulers, founders) and bom 
gomgoman (the ruled, in-dwellers), since the latter eventually become the 
hula-hula of many of the founders as wel1 without any effect on the relative 
status of the groups as founders or newcomers. Furthermore, most estab- 
lished territories have not only one but several in-dwelling bom groups 
which are ranked as well. The oldest boru groups have precedence priv- 
ileges such as land rights due to their arrival prior to the younger boru 
groups. Precedence of 'place' among the Batak is thus not reducible to 
precedence in terms of the flow of life. 

The interrelations between 'place' and 'name' also manifest themselves 
in the mode of determining membership of a genealogical origin group. 
Although these groups are patrifocal and virilocal among the Toba, there 
is an alternative way of determining group membership. A daughter may 
take the place of a son and marry uxorilocally (ambil anak). Particularly 
in families without male descendants or with insufficient funds for bride- 
wealth payments, the son-in-law and his offspring become incorporated 
int0 the bride's origin group. The place of residence is here given more 
weight than the principle of agnatic ancestry in determining who wil1 be 
a member of an origin group. Such a shift of emphasis takes place 
wherever the circumstances demand flexibility. 

The Karo Batak share a similar concern with origins, but the origin groups 
in their society are not as large and interconnected as those of the Toba. 
Precedence orders are limited to localized lineages or 'house communi- 
ties'. 

In this context the organization and social meaning of space in Karo 
adat houses is of particular interest. The eastern end of the house, 'the top 
of the tree', is associated with the most recently acquired and thus jurally 
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most inferior group of anak beru, who are also 'newcomers' in the domain. 
The western end of the rectangular house, 'the base of the tree', is occupied 
by the chief and founder of the house @enguh rumah). The order of 
precedence within a 'house' community is thus conceptualized in terms of 
a botanic idiom, with the trunk being superior to the tip (Singarimbun 
1975:62). This ranking among the families of a 'house' is not necessarily 
dictated by the nature of either agnatic or affinal ties, since 'the house 
community ... is [in this sense] an open group' (Singarimbun 197567) and 
is defined more in spatial terms. This order of precedence is one based on 
a historica1 sequence of arrival. 

The interaction of precedence by 'place' and by 'name' has also been 
recognized among the Pakpak Batak. Coleman observes that 'the centra1 
fact about Pakpak descent is that it equates genealogy with settlement 
pattem ... It allows land control to be discussed in terms of genealogy, and 
genealogical prerogative to be discussed as the history of village move- 
ment and fissioning' (Coleman 1983:102-3). He then describes how vil- 
lages are interrelated through an analysis of the yearly planting ritual 
(menanda tahun) and the division of sacrificed animals. The former 'served 
to unite a group of villages in some public agreement on which were the 
most senior and most junior descent lines within one segment of the marga' 
(Coleman 1983:lll) .  This segment is referred to as 'one rube' (sapling of 
a fig tree). The most senior line would begin the planting, with the others 
following in the appropriate order. The imaginary path of origin would be 
ritually re-enacted: 

'The main trail running through any "one rube" territory would be 
marked at the upstream and downstream extremities with parts of 
the bamboo shrine ... any time during the year that game was taken 
in the forests of the claimed territory of the "one rube" segment, the 
hunter's party was obliged to give a foreleg to the individual who 
performed the planting ritual' (Coleman 1983:112). 

The division of sacrificial animals is a further elaboration on the per- 
ceived structure of territoria1 groups. The hosts at such ceremonies were 
entitled to a foreleg, which was cut, with the base again belonging to the 
eldest kinship group and the tip to the youngest. The body was further 
divided in accordance with the status of the feast-goers. The head sym- 
bolized the descendants of the elder of a pair of brothers and the tail end 
the descendants of the younger. Together they formed a 'one sulang' unit, 
which shared a common source but no longer co-resided in a single 
territory. The members of a 'foreleg unit' are referred to as 'those of the 
land' @ertanoh), whereas the 'one body unit' are 'those of one womb' 
@ersebeltekken), suggesting a varying emphasis on either 'place' or 'name'. 

A further social category among the Pakpak is the 'one lebuh' unit, the 
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villages sharing an abandoned ancestral village site as their point of origin. 
The rube and sulang categories were conceptualized in terms of a series 
of village sites and their founders, formed by perpetual acts of founding 

, a new domain. Overall, these villages are the centra1 units of Pakpak social 
structure. Coleman rejects a segmentary kinship model as an explanation 
and concludes that: 'flexibility in definitions of descent categories is seen 
as an idiom of relations between villages, and not as an idiom of subdi- 
visions of the marga' (Coleman 1983: 1 19). 

In summary, different Batak societies place varying degrees of emphasis 
on genealogical knowledge and the tracing of a line of ancestry. Much 
depends on the emphasis placed on the alternative idiom of topological 
precedence. Both kinds of precedence orders are important in al1 Batak 
societies. 

Redjang 
The Redjang of South Sumatra are of particular interest in this context due 
to their recent transition 'from patriliny to matriliny' (Jaspan 1964:title). 
Redjang social structure had always had an in-built flexibility with regard 
to the way of determining membership of an origin group. They had a form 
of marriage contract identical to the Batak ambil anak marriage, which 
they cal1 semendo an. As such uxorilocal marriages became more and more 
prevalent, the entire descent principle changed from patrifocal to matri- 
focal, with an accompanying change in the relationship terminology. 
Jaspan links this change to economic factors such as the difficulty in raising 
funds for bridéwealth payments and to foreign cultural influences such as 
Islam and colonization (Jaspan 1964:357). He also points out that the 
Redjang case is not unique in South Sumatra. 

In view of such considerable flexibility, the 'patrifocality' of the former 
ideology seems unlikely to have been its most centra1 and defining feature, 
as a traditional approach to 'kinship structures' would suggest. When 
Jaspan's list of 'invariants in Redjang social structure' (Jaspan 1964:340) 
is examined, it becomes apparent that the defining feature of origin groups 
is a shared territory rather than any particular form of tracing ancestry. 
Nevertheless, some degree of insistence on ancestral linkages is necessary 
to maintain the characteristic exclusiveness of membership in topological 
origin groups among the Redjang. 

The Redjang refer to themselves as kémé tun djang, the descendants of 
the Majapahit king Djang and his four sons (the Four Bikau) who are the 
apical ancestors of the 'Four Pillars'. These territorially localized clans 
settled in the highlands of Lebong, which is the starting-point in the 
topological order of precedence recorded in the myths of origin. The 
lateral 'hiving off from the senior line and subsequent migration into new 
territories is described in such accounts as kepetjua'sumbing, the 'scatter- 
ing of fragments': 'The remnants of the cloth, the distant trail of smoke. 
The end of the rope, these are the scattered fragments - the Land of 
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Medicine [Tubeui clan territory], the remnants of the cloth of the Land of 
Learning [Djikalong clan territory]. This is the origin and the cause, this 
was the start of their path' (Jaspan 1964:27). Jaspan notes that foundation 
events are encoded in narratives: 'the ké$é [tales] symbolise both the 
common [genealogical] origin of al1 Redjang subclans and the derivative 
character of the peripheral regions from the land of the original four pillar 
clans [Lebong]. Implicit ... is the politica1 and ritual pre-eminence of 
Lebong' (Jaspan 1964:28). Such origin narratives were recorded in the 
indigenous ka-ga-nga script on bark cloth or bamboo as a kind of clan 
history, which 'described its dispersion throughout Redjang country and 
neighbouring temtories' (Jaspan 1964:43). These are detailed lists of 
villages and their adjai (founding ancestors). Village histories in turn trace 
the senior line to this ancestor. Male primogeniture entails the selection 
of a single successor to the father's ritual status ('guardian of the old 
house'), so that the senior line has a special status in relation to junior lines. 

Precedence by place of origin is recognized even after such a seemingly 
independent order of genealogical precedence has been established at 
the village level. Graves of ancestors in 'senior' villages are frequently 
visited: 

'Each village in Lebong is conceived.as an interrelated segment in 
a "genealogy of villages" .:. the subclan and village founded by the 
eldest son is usually regarded as the senior or parent village of the 
clan. This is important in ritual ... though each village ... has its own 
ritual shrine (keramat) the payment of the most important vows has 
to take place at one of the three keramats of Topos, the oldest 
Djikalong village' (Jaspan 1964:242). 

Visitors to the village of origin are always asked 'when did you return', 
while a visitor in peripheral villages is questioned with 'when did you 
amve?' (Jaspan 1964:153). 

The individual life-cycle retraces the settlement pattern in a circular 
fashion. Newly-wed couples move out to swidden huts at the periphery of 
the social landscape, only to return to the talang (hamlet) once they have 
established themselves. Return to the village of origin is the final step and 
the achievement of mature age. The return to the source is thus part of each 
individual's life (compare with Lewis 1988:257). 

Redjang society was structured by an order of precedence which com- 
bines topological and genealogical links. However, it should be noted that 
genealogy itself was largely a function of 'place', that is, of the post-marital 
residence of a couple and their children. Origin was thus primarily associ- 
ated with a territoria1 unit and only secondarily with a common ancestral 
source. In this they differ from the Batak, where different genealogical 
groups share a single territory, so that 'place' would be an insufficient 
definition for an origin group. It is too early to tel1 how the precedence 
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order in Redjang society will be affected by the recent shift towards 
matnfocality; but it seems likely that the place of origin will be emphasized 
even more at the expense of genealogical origin and affinal precedence 
chains. 

Besemah I ,  

In his account of the neighbouring Besemah, Collins emphasizes that the 
pivot of their ethnic identity is their common origin in three divine ancest- 
ors (diwe tige). The Besemah thus construct an origin that is not of a 
singular and exclusive kind but the result of 'an original merging of peoples 
in ancestral times' (Collins 1979: 18). In an origin narrative of the descend- 
ants of Atong Bungsu, the youngest of the three gods, it is told how they 
were aras (of equal status) before they descended from heaven and how 
an order of precedence was established by their order of arrival. Gumai 
descends first;only to become entrapped in a gourd, from which he is 
rescued by Semidang. "'Now there you are, adik (younger sibling)", said 
Semidang. But Gumai, now released, said, "Oh? you should not cal1 me 
adik! After al1 I was here first." And so the two of them began their 
interminable struggle over who between them was the elder' (Collins 
1979:24). As this passage illustrates, precedence between Besemah clans 
is a matter of debate, since an apical ancestor is absent and a precedence 
of arrival is more difficult to establish than one based on birth order. The 
solution is one. which recognizes a duality of criteria: 'They resolved their 
quarrel by agreeing that Gumai duru turun kedian nyate (came down 
earlier but appeared later)' (Collins 1979:24): 

A further claim to precedence is made by Atong Bungsu, the last 
to descend. He outwits the others by obtaining land through the king 
of Majapahit. A list of villages founded by him on his journeys is recounted 
in the myth. From Majapahit he brings with him some old coconut trees, 
which he buries in what was originally Redjang territory. With this trick 
he fabricates evidence indicating that he had arrived before them, and thus 
he acquires land at their expense (Collins 1979:45-47). Here the dispute 
is no longer about the elder-younger distinction, but is entirely concerned 
with topological precedence and the manipulation of this principle. 
Cleverness (calak) and magical powers (ilmu) are typically associated 
with the youngest brother or royal outsider, who must find territory 
elsewhere rather than inherit his father's position. These qualities are 
also embodied in the head of a clan (teras). For example, the Gumai clan 
claims to be superior to the Semidang by virtue of still having such an 
elder imbued with ilmu, a village headman íjurai tue), 'descended from 
the single founding ancestor of the village, from the pangkal (beginning, 
source, root) down a straight line from eldest son to eldest son' (Collins 
1979:183). 

Within clans, debates about precedence are equally prevalent and lead 
to discrepancies between different interpretations of an origin narrative: 
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'Being able to tel1 the story of Atong Bungsu with some authority is a way 
people have of saying that they have some seniority or primacy among the 
many descendants ...' (Collins 1979:38). The tracing of genealogical ori- 
gins leads back as far as the historica1 event of village foundation. Beyond 
this time, founder-newcomer distinctions become the relevant information 
for claimants to authority. 

The Besemah, like the Batak and Redjang, practise ambil anak mar- 
riage. This is an alternative to the dominant, genitor-focused line of 
ancestry, and is resorted to whenever a male heir or funds for bridewealth 
are lacking. Uxorilocal residence and affiliation of the offspring with the 
maternal origin group are the consequence of such unions. 

Alas 
The Alas of Northern Sumatra are similar to the Besemah in their mul- 
tiplicity of origins. As Iwabuchi (1990) notes, 'the Alas are composed of 
different ethnic groups such as the Batak, Minangkabau, Gayo, Acehnese 
... which intermittently migrated into Alasland', and by reference to oral 
history, '... each Alas clan is able to name its own ancestral land' (Iwabuchi 
1990:434). Clans used to be localized in a mother village (kute) surrounded 
by more recently founded and therefore subordinate hamlets (dusun). Even 
after a hamlet becomes an independent village, a connection to the village 
of origin is always recognized. Each village is associated with the founder 
and his patriline, but usually there are also lineal descendants of various 
groups of 'newcomers' whose status depends on their order of arrival 
(Iwabuchi 1990:260). Members of the founding lineage alone are eligible 
to becomepengulu (village headman), and they usually control most of the 
village land. 

Subclans, the next-smaller social units, are still localized nowadays, 
though their members do not co-reside or form a corporate group. They 
are referred to as 'sade asal' (one origin), since the genealogical connec- 
tions between members are known. These units have little genealogical 
depth, but connections to other subclans, descended from a known or 
fictive common ancestor, are recognized. In this case they regard each 
other as 'one stem; two branches' (Iwabuchi 1990:248), whereby the senior 
branch is considered ritually superior. Sharing a common ancestry is not 
required as a prerequisite for membership in Alas origin groups with the 
Same strictness as it is in the more exclusive Toba Batak origin groups. 
Fictive kinship ties, brotherhood oaths (peseninen), and similarities in 
name (sename gelar) or appearance (sename rupe) serve as opportunities 
to widen one's social network of classificatory kin beyond the range of 
biologica1 kin. 

The active corporate units within a hamlet or village are nowadays the 
sade rumah ('houses') in which extended patrilineal families co-reside. The 
bond of common residence is further enhanced by commensality and ritual 
unity. In the case of co-residing brothers, the elder occupies the superior 
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North Room (upstream), whereas the younger dwells in the inferior South 
Room (downstream). 

The Alas thus show resemblance to the Redjang in that their subclans 
are localized and genealogically definable, whereas beyond that one finds 
a topogeny of related territoria1 groups rather than individuals. 

Post-marital residence in Alas is predominantly virilocal, while uxori- 
local (kawin angkap) residence and matrifiliation are an alternative when 
there is no male successor or bridewealth cannot be raised. 

Gayo 
Bowen's (1984) analysis of Gayo social structure provides a further 
example of the interaction between topological and genealogical forms of 
establishing claims to precedence. He states that: 

'the key ambiguity in Gayo social structure is in the relationship 
between virilocal and uxorilocal modes of marriage ... each mode 
has different implications for, inter a lk ,  descent ideology, the control 
of property and politica1 legitimacy. ... The politica1 unit may be 
defined either as a territorial-based system of offices and subjects 
[uxorilocal variant] or as a system of lineages, defined in terms of 
patrilineal descent and siblingship' (Bowen 1984:xvi). 

The Gayo, similar to the Redjang, experienced a shift from predominantly 
virilocal to uxorilocal residence in many areas. The new system places 
greater emphasis on territoria1 divisions than on ancestry and the shift itself 
implies that 'place' (post-marital residence) has structural priority. 

In spite of pronounced syncretism, Gayo origin narratives reveal a 
concern with origins. During marriage rituals the following passages are 
recited: 'Rain has an origin, wind a source, actions reasons. The reasons 
for these actions, the start has a start, the end an ending. Because we 
descend from Prophet Adam and Mistress Eve' (Bowen 1984:17). 'We 
remember plant-sections have bounds, trunks have offshoots' (Bowen 
1984:20). The botanic idiom is used here as a metaphor for genealogical 
origin, whereby the sections in bamboo represent generations and the 
nodes points of possible fission.5 

Gayo origin myths centre on the figure of Genali, the first ruler of 
Gayoland (Bowen 1984: 101 - 108). The kingdom of Lingë, situated in the 
heartland of the Isak valley, is the place of Genali's origin, or rather arrival. 
However, Lingë is not completely accepted by al1 Gayo as their place of 
origin. In other versions of the myth, the territory of Serulë lodges a 
secondary claim to precedence. In Bowen's words: 'The history of each 

5 The growth pattern of bamboo is used by many Austronesian societies as a metaphor for 
the branching of genealogical ongin groups off a core line, for example by the Kédang 
(Bames 1974:229-33), the Tana 'Ai (Lewis 1988:75), the Toba Batak (Niessen 1985:33) 
and the Redjang (Jaspan 19641 35). 
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kingdom draws on kinship relations to represent the process of founding 
or usurping a right to rule ... first is that of the relationship of Lingë to 
Serulë. While Lingë is the point of origin (asal), Serulë was in some 
versions the first to be encountered (awal demu, 'first met')' (Bowen 
1984:123). The superiority of the ruler of Lingë is thus contestable, as 
among the Besemah. 

Genali is of royal blood and a prince of the kingdom of Rum. After his 
arrival on the 'island' of Bintul Lingë, he sends bridewealth back to his 
homeland in exchange for his FBD, leading to an incestuous marriage 
which is barely concealed. This insistence on a purely royal descent 
demonstrates that both the mother's and the father's status are considered 
relevant to the status of their offspring. The Gayo therefore attribute 
inferior status to those groups who are supposed to have descended from 
slave women. 

The royal union produces two sons and a daughter. Supernatural forces 
prevent the circumcision of the elder son, who leaves out of shame to found 
Karoland. The second son becomes king (r&), and the daughter founds 
a new territory in Serbojadi with her (initially uxorilocal) husband. Mean- 
while Genali has died and re-appeared to be the king of Aceh. This 
constitutes an attempt to integrate two ethnic immigrant groups (Malay 
and Aceh) in the person of the founder, that is, in a single source. The Karo 
Batak immigrants are also included as descendants of Genali's eldest son. 

The points of ambiguity in this scheme are clearly related to different 
orders of precedence. In-marrying wife-takers (ZH) are of lesser status and 
are compelled to become the founders of new temtories in order to gain 
independence, here and in other myths. The birth order of brothers is the 
second status distinction. The seniority of the Karo immigrants cannot be 
debated, since they are descendants of the elder brother. However, their 
claim to precedence is undermined by the second brother and his descend- 
ants, since the latter were the first to be circumcised and to embrace 
Islam. Hence they are in a position of 'religious precedence' in relation to 
the former. 

In the myth, a third and youngest son is born to Genali from an Acehnese 
woman. He follows his father back to Lingë and equally disputes the 
precedence of the second son, his elder brother, by reference to his own 
superior spiritual power or blessedness (matuah). However, having de- 
monstrated his inner spiritual pre-eminence, he is content to return to his 
kingdom in Aceh and leave the worldly rule and forma1 precedence to his 
elder brother (abong). 

Each of the three groups as represented by the brothers and their 
brother-in-law thus has its own separate and valid claim to precedence. 
This is reflected in the fourfold classification of villages int0 clusters 
(Bowen 1984:147). Each village is associated with one of the 'four 
statuses' (serak opat): réjé (headman, elder brother), inëm (religious leader, 
younger brother), petuë (assistant, angkap brother-in-law of the founding 
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brothers), and commoners (those descended not of the three trunk lines 
[batang] but of branch lines [cabang]). Bowen sees a division of labour 
rather than a straightforward ranking between these units (Bowen 
1984: 143). However, the interrelation between them is better descnbed as 
being based on a multiplicity of ranking criteria relating to the multiple 
origins of Gayo society. These criteria are not of equal value, so that, for 
example, the kurupetuë 'in ritual precedence is ranked below the other two 
lineages' (Bowen 1984: 145). 

The interrelations between villages are paralleled by a similar structure 
in the basic, corporate and localized origin groups which occupy a long- 
house: 'Following the genera1 rule of longhouse occupation, the elder 
branch occupied the trunk end (raliq) of the row of rooms, the middle in 
the middle compartment and the youngest at the end (ujung). In the first 
house, these branches were, in descending order of seniority, those of the 
headman, his assistant and the religious official' (Bowen 1984:138). Even 
after such a 'house' has expanded and split into separate houses, the 
members of the youngest branch refer to individual members of the other 
branches as 'elder brother'. 

In another origin narrative, a second level of Gayo social structure is 
uncovered, which Bowen associates with the sevenfold division of larger 
territoria1 alliances (each ruled by a rëjë ciq): 'the level of history, expan- 
sion, control of territory and the instability of the odd number' (Bowen 
1984:153). This order of precedence is not established by reference to 
seniority in the relatively stable system of kinship ideology but through the 
manipulative use of akal(c1everness). The term akal is semantically related 
to the Besemah concept calak. 

The myth (Bowen 1984:108- 10) relates how Sengéda, prince of Johor, 
founds the kingdom of Bukit by virtue of his matuah. He then proceeds 
to obtain the territory of Keboyakan, which belonged to the Lot clan, by 
means of trickery. Similarly to Atong Bungsu in Besemah myth, he builds 
himself a house there with old thatching which he brought from Johor and 
plants old banana trees. He can thus claim precedence of arrival in the 
ensuing dispute, which is mediated by the king of Aceh (the king of 
Majapahit in the Besemah version). Again we find a royal outsider and 
newcomer triumphing over the founders of a domain by the exercise of 
cleverness. Nevertheless, both parties argue their case by invoking the 
principle of precedence. 

It may be concluded that the Gayo employ the basic principle of pre- 
cedence in multiple contexts and thus create a wide range of interpretive 
possibilities. The greater complexity of precedence claims is attnbutable 
to the multiplicity of their ethnic origins. It should be added that the 
ethnographer in this case was also much more concerned with the issues 
of precedence and origin than those on whose work the previous descrip- 
tions had to rely. It may wel1 be that further research in other Sumatran 
societies wil1 uncover similar complexities. 
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Minangkabau 
A greater emphasis on territoria1 origin groups and openness of these 
groups in genealogical terms has already been linked to a shift towards 
uxorilocal marriage and genetrix derivation of membership in Redjang 
and Gayo origin groups. An examination of Minangkabau conceptions 
of ancestry and topogeny wil1 help to confirm whether matrifocal 
genealogical origin groups are less exclusive than their patrifocal coun- 
terparts elsewhere and whether this coincides with a greater emphasis on 
'place'. 

It is hardly disputable that the Minangkabau place less emphasis 
on ancestry than the Toba Batak. Nevertheless, membership of the 
most important corporate and co-residential unit, the sa paruik (one 
womb), is confined to a line of women, their brothers, and their children. 
Initially this unit occupies a single adat house under the authority of a 
tuo rumah ('old man of the house'), but as the number of occupants grows, 
a lateral hiving off occurs. The newly formed houses are referred to 
as djurai (branches) and their leaders as mamak rumah. This establishes 
the beginning of a larger order of precedence, since 'the offshoots 
[or branches] which ... become independent of the parent body are ... 
usually not accepted as being on a par with the parent parui" (De Josselin 
de Jong 1952:50). Once independent, a djurai becomes a paruik, and a 
cluster of such houses sharing a common source is a kampueng. Even 
then it is only the mamak of the house of origin who is eligible for the 
office of panghulu kampueng. Although kampueng are not restricted to 
a single domain, there is no sense of inter-territoria1 unity associated 
with these units or with the suku into which they are grouped. 

While the continuity of genealogical origin groups is not as crucially 
important in Minangkabau as among the Batak, the Minangkabau occa- 
sionally do adopt a bride to prevent the extinction of a lineage (Von Benda- 
Beckmann 1979:62, 292-3).6 

At the next level of organization genealogical origin ceases to be a 
necessary criterion for inclusion in the group. A nagan (domain) contains 
several kampueng, which are not matrilineally related with one another but 
are distinguished by reference to precedence of arrival: 'when new settlers 
arrive, and gradually a new nagan comes int0 being with severalpanghulu 
andiko, the head of the original founders is admitted to be of higher rank 
... and is called the putjue' aue, the "summit"' (De Josselin de Jong 
1952:50-51). Succession to such adat offices often follows the rule of 
primogeniture. The newcomers may be incorporated int0 the paQue' unit 
by adoption and the granting of land rights or may be the descendants of 
former slaves or bonded labourers without land. The founders and these 

6 A more precise mirror image of Batak ambil anak marriage has been observed among the 
Kerintji of South Sumatra (Morison 1936). They have matrifocal origin groups and 
uxorilocal mamage unless a family has a son but no daughters. In this case a bride is 
brought to live with her husband's matrilineage (semandaun suhau' marriage). 
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two groups of late-corners are labelled, using the human body as a meta- 
phor, as 'chin', 'navel' and 'knee' respectively (De Josselin de Jong 
1952:63, also Junus 1964:307). 

This strict precedence ranking is typical in villages with Koto-Piliang 
adat, whereas under Bodi-Tjaniago adat the office of leader may be 
rotated (sansako, De Josselin de Jong 1952:13) or shared between a chief 
and three assistants at the kampueng level.7 They are 'the men of four kinds' 
(urang ampé djinih), a parallel to the Gayo 'four statuses'. At the nagan 
level authority belongs to the ropé, a council of panghulu. 

The origin of Alam Minangkabau, the world of the Minangkabau, is 
traced in traditional narratives (tambo), which are primarily concerned 
with the description of a mythohistorical pathway: 'Minangkabau history 
is not a pedigree of successive Raja but the tambo, which incorporates the 
story of the origin of the Alam ... its expansion ... and ... demarcation' (Kato 
1982:40). The Alam is divided into the mountainous heartland (darek) 
with its three districts (luhak nan tigo) and the coastal areas or 'shoreline' 
(rantau), which were settled later by migration, 'merantau'. The distinction 
is one of rank, since people of the darek tend to fee1 superior to rantau 
people, just as in a nagan the descendants of the original settlers (urang 
asa) are superior to the late-corners (urang datang) in terms of adat status 
and land control. Access to the tambo (in written or oral form) of each 
domain is the exclusive prerogative of the panghulu (Kato 1982:65), who 
represents the urang asa and thus the privileged source of the local order 
of precedence. 

The pan-Minangkabau origin myth relates how a prince from Majapa- 
hit, imbued with spiritual power (mana), founded the first nagan at the foot 
of Mount Merapi: 'the story narrates a definite sense of social mobility 
from one location to another to explain the origin of the Minangkabau' 
(Kato 1982:75). 

This place of origin is located in the district of Tanah Datar, which is 
still referred to as 'elder brother'. Not only in narrative was a pathway 
traced from this location, but also formerly by the annual journey of the 
king (jangdipatuan), 'along a route immutably fixed by tradition, spending 
an equal amount of time at each, also traditionally determined, point along 
the route' (De Josselin de Jong 1952:106). The same still occurs at the 
nagan level. Each year people visit their nagan of origin 'with whom they 
are traditionally related' (De Josselin de Jong 1952: 107). Apart from such 
traditional routes, each nagan is also demarcated by a strip of land (tanah 
radjo) which belonged to the king. 

It can be concluded that the Minangkabau rely less than the Batak on 
ideas of ancestry in order to create social units which transcend territoria1 
boundaries and are more willing to incorporate newcomers into localized 

7 Koto, Piliang, Bodi and Tjaniago are the four clan-like divisions of Minangkabau society. 
They form pairs called lareh, as indicated above, each with its own characteristic adat. 
These divisions represent different traditions rather than different groups. 

l 
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quasi-genealogical origin groups. More emphasis is placed on a pathway 
of origin than on the names of distant ancestresses. Perhaps this difference 
is attributable to the ambiguous position of men. Unlike the Toba wife, the 
Minangkabau husband is not fully integrated into his spouse's lineage and 
retains significant jura1 functions in his natal home. Boundaries between 
ancestral groups are inevitably more diffuse, since married men are affili- 
ated with two such groups. This openness may reduce the exclusiveness 
of a group, but it has the advantage of allowing newcomers to be incor- 
porated into a quasi-genealogical origin group. 

Although genealogical and territorial origin have been distinguished here 
for analytic purposes, it has to be emphasized that in many Sumatran 
societies the two forms of precedence ranking are closely interwoven. The 
fission of an ancestral origin group, for example, is given expression by a 
spatial movement and the creation of a new territoria1 domain by the junior 
group. Furthermore, genealogical and topological origin groups are both 
based on an ideology of precedence and origin. Traditional studies of 
'kinship structure' have failed to recognize this common foundation, and 
differences between 'matrilineal' and 'patrilineal' societies have therefore 
been overstated. The concern with precedence and origin as such is more 
centra1 to Sumatran ideas of identity and status difference than the par- 
ticular form in which this concern is expressed. Although membership of 
genealogical origin groups is determined primarily through either male or 
female links only, there is usually a formally recognized and frequently 
utilized option of reversing the rules. In some societies the 'exceptions', 
in conjunction with historica1 changes, have become so frequent as to 
replace the dominant form of determining membership of an origin 
group (e.g. among Redjang and Gayo; other societies, like the Aceh of 
North Sumatra, do not distinguish ancestors in this way at all). Al1 this 
flexibilityg is in part achieved by emphasizing 'place' more strongly than 
'name', that is, by considering the post-marital residence of a couple within 
a particular social unit to be more crucial in determining the membership 
status of their children than the gender through which ancestry is normally 
traced. Ultimately, the ideology of relatedness simply adjusts to accom- 
modate the new, dominant pattern of residence choices. 

There has also been a genera1 tendency to over-estimate the role of 
ancestry as an organizing principle while largely disregarding the parallel 
code of topogeny, which at times becomes an equally significant or even 
dominant organizing principle. The importance of place in Sumatra is 
linked to the expansiveness of its societies. New domains are constantly 
established by creating new settlements or by migration beyond Sumatra 
(cf. Kato 1982). A series of such foundation events produces an order of 
topological precedence, in which domains are ranked according to their 

8 Similar to what Firth (1963, cited in Bowen 1984) referred to as 'heterogeneous filiation'. 
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proximity to the most ancient settlement recorded in history or myth. Such 
a socially constructed 'topogeny' is often, but not necessarily, interwoven 
with tales of ancestral origins. 

CONCLUSION 

The foregoing survey of the ways in which Sumatrans form ideas on 
human relatedness and differences has attempted to circumscribe a field 
of discursive possibilities rather than to discover essential categories and 
structures. Some fundamental themes have been identified which were 
obscured within the framework of traditional, a priori kinship theory and 
terminology. 

The main theme within this discursive field is a deep concern with 
'origins'. Origins are traced along 'pathways', the 'flow of life' interpreted 
int0 a historical sequence of maniages, a matri- or patrifocal line of 
ancestors created from a sequence of parent-child linkages, andlor a 
historical route of settlement and migration to new territories marked by 
a sequence of foundation events. Each of these 'pathways' tends to be 
ordered by reference to precedence, and is used to make assertions and 
counter-assertions regarding the multi-faceted status position of a person 
or group. The original givers of a spouse, the eldest brother and his 
descendants, and the founders of a domain al1 owe their superior status to 
their closeness to the 'source' and thus ultimately to the divine, that is, to 
the sacred 'life force', to a divine ancestor or to a sacred mountain at the 
navel of the world. 

A further theme is that many Sumatran societies als0 value the periphery 
or the 'tip of the tree' in the botanica1 idiom. The cleverness and trickery 
of the newcomer and the spiritual power of the younger brother or royal 
outsider are ample illustration of this alternative theme. It is important to 
recognize in this context that historically, most cultural changes (e.g. 
Islam) were initiated from the periphery and that Sumatra has a long 
history of trade. 

The ideological possibilities available for the construction of identity 
and status differences become realized in the sphere of action. What is 
remembered or forgotten, emphasized or obscured, asserted or denied 
depends on the specific context, on individual or group interests and on 
choice. In view of the complexity and context-dependence of this process, 
generalizations must be treated with caution. However, the selection and 
manipulation of ideological means in relation to strategic aims is also not 
entirely without pattern, as some radical critics of anthropological theory 
would suggest. Aims and strategies are themselves defined in relation to 
the prevailing ideology. Assertions of identity and status must be com- 
municable and justifiable if they are to affect an audience. They must 
therefore evoke a socially standardized medium of expression. How much 
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such standards are subject to reformulation through a changing social 
consensus remains an open and intriguing question. It follows that the 
above portrayal of present standards must not be reified, that is, regarded 
as describing a 'natural' or fixed state of affairs. 

This comparison of Sumatran societies among one another prepares the 
way for tracing similarities with those of Centra1 or Eastern Indonesia. 
Readers familiar with the literature, on Eastern Indonesia in particular, wil1 
have noticed some striking parallels between societies in the two regions. 
It is hoped that in future Sumatra wil1 no longer appear as an anathema 
to comparison and wil1 cease ,to be a fragmented image in the distorting 
mirrors of conventional kinship theory. 
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